Book reviews 953 be mapped, and this in turn requires better immunodiagnostic tools. This volume will be of interest to all those who are concerned in any way with systemic fungal infections, whether in a tropical or in a temperate country.
These annual reviews present the growing points in medical research to readers who have a general interest in medicine as well as to those with a special research interest. If the demand is for a critical approach to the topics as well as a review of the relevant literature, then it will be satisfied here.
There is a very frank and p_netrating appraisal by Sir Robert Aitken of the hospital administrative medical system seen from the university viewpoint. The discussion on mechanism of microbial pathogenicity provides a very adequate review of the interesting factors and the problem of virulence and survival is well delineated. Dick gives a challenging series of investigations into the effectiveness of immunizing agents against some viruses, with a healthy approach to hazards of such procedures. The contribution by Asherson on autoimmunity is a critical summary of the state of the art and could well be read by all physicians who use this term. The method of preventing Rhesus haemolytic disease, by Professor Clarke, gives an interesting summary of this important advance in treatment, and also the prospect of wider applications of this technique. Hormones of various organs are discussed and also vasoactive peptides. This is a multifacet medical presentation which makes interesting reading and is not too heavy on the pocket or the mind.
JOHN ANDERSON
Ultrasonic Techniques in Biology and Medicine edited by D Brown BSC PhD AIMStP and D Gordon MB DMR DMRD pp 264 illustrated 85s London: Iliffe Books 1967 Ultrasonic techniques are finding an increasing place in medical practice. This is perhaps best known in the field of neurology where ultrasound has been successfully used for the demonstration of displacement of the mid-line structures of the brain. It has also been successfully used in the examination of the eye and of the pregnant uterus. The value in ophthalmology is limited, since alternative techniques provide better results except with structures behind the eye. The value of ultrasonic tomography in pregnancy is now generally accepted. Encouraging results have also been obtained with ultrasonic tomography of the breast. Other clinical uses of ultrasound are in the examination of the heart, particularly in patients with mitral stenosis.
This book brings together a large amount of information about the techniques and biological effects of ultrasound and briefly reviews its clinical value. The introductory chapters cover the physical properties of ultrasonic waves and their mode of production. There is a brief review of the clinical aspects by Dr Gordon. This will be useful to the general reader but is too limited to be of value to the expert desiring information about special fields.
Chapters are also included on the application of ultrasonic techniques in dentistry and on the cleaning of surgical instruments by ultrasound. This is a useful and comprehensive volume which will be of great help to all those interested in the technical aspects of ultrasound. It is of less value to the clinical worker, though it will provide him with much useful background information. is the literature on cancer that no one, clinician or experimentalist, can hope to be familiar in all that goes on beyond his limited specialty. Yet it is from developments at the boundary zones, from the interaction of one subject with another, that important advances are likely to come. The Year Book of Cancer series comes from the M D Anderson Hospital and Tumor Institute at Houston, Texas, and is useful in providing an annual conspectus of the world literature. From over 10,000 items the editors have selected the most significant, and have arranged them on an anatomical basis and also in relation to specialties such as radiotherapy, plastic surgery, chemotherapy or virology.
This new volume contains a great deal of interest, both clinical and biological. The section on breast carcinoma, for instance, discusses not only such ideas as that 'patients do not do poorly because of axillary nodes, but have these metastases when they do poorly', and the influence on reported results of using the American Joint Committee staging instead of the International
